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NEW TENSIONS EMERGE, 1991–2003

The new age of conflict, the ‘war on terror’ and the
impact on international relations
Introduction
In the 1990s, events in the Middle East and central Asia alarmed many people in western countries. The
Soviet-Afghan war in Afghanistan had ended in 1989, leaving a dangerous political vacuum there. Many
volunteers moved to Afghanistan from places such as Pakistan, and terrorism grew there throughout the
1990s. Meanwhile, the Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, having fought a war against Iran in the 1980s,
invaded Kuwait in 1990. This sparked the Gulf War of 1990–1991, which Iraq lost. After the Gulf War many
worried that Saddam Hussein was continuing to build weapons of mass destruction.
The attacks on the World Trade Centre in New York on September 11 2001 were a defining moment in the
emergence of the ‘war on terror’ and its impact on international relations. The response of western countries,
such as the UK and the USA, to these events led to what is known as the ‘war on terror’. The ‘war on terror’
has its origins in two key events: the war in Afghanistan, beginning in 2001, and the Iraq War in 2003. This
factfile provides an overview of the key reasons for these wars and their impact on international relations.

The War in Afghanistan and its Consequences for International Relations

© SchulteProductions/iStock/ThinkstockPhotos

After the Soviet-Afghan war ended in 1989, there was a power vacuum and it seemed that no one was ruling
Afghanistan. Eventually the Taliban, heavily backed by Pakistan, forcefully took over the country in the mid1990s. They welcomed former Mujahideen fighter, Osama bin Laden, who had established Al-Qaeda in 1988.
Sheltered by the Taliban, Al-Qaeda used Afghanistan as a place to train and indoctrinate fighters.

Map of the Middle East showing Afghanistan, Iraq, Kuwait and (part of) Russia
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Key terms
Mujahideen: Literally means people who are engaged in Jihad, or a holy war. In Afghanistan during
the 1980s, these were often Muslim Afghan warriors who fought against Soviet forces.
Sharia law: A legal system based on the Islamic religion which has strict laws about lifestyle and
behaviour, particularly affecting women.
Caliphate: An Islamic form of government. The term recalls the era from the 7th to the 13th centuries
when Muslims were powerful in the world.

Key players in the ‘war on terror’
Osama bin Laden was born into
a rich Saudi Arabian family. He
joined the Mujahideen forces
against the Soviet forces in
Afghanistan. In 1988, he formed
Al-Qaeda, which was responsible
for plotting the September 11
attacks in 2001.
© ROPI / Alamy Stock Photo

Saddam Hussein was the President of
Iraq from 1979 to 2003. He became
known for his harsh and brutal treatment
of both his own people and any
opponents, such as the Kurdish people
in the north of Iraq, who wanted to form
their own country. Saddam Hussein
invaded Iran in 1980 and Kuwait in 1990.
© TonyBaggett/iStock/Thinkstock

George W. Bush was the
American President from 2001
to 2009. Although he had
promised to limit American
involvement in international
affairs, he launched the ‘war
on terror’ after the USA was
attacked on September 11 2001.
© NASA / Alamy Stock Photo

Tony Blair was
the British Prime
Minister from 1997 to
2007. Together with
President Bush, he
initiated the invasion
of Iraq in 2003 as part
of the ‘war on terror’.
© Marina Spironetti / Alamy Stock Photo
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Who were the Taliban and Al-Qaeda?
Al-Qaeda

Taliban

Origins

Founded by Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan
in 1988.

Emerged in Afghanistan as a new political
group during the civil war which broke out
after the Soviet forces left in 1989. When
the Soviet-Afghan war ended, the USA and
Europe largely abandoned Afghanistan,
leaving it to Pakistan to create a settlement.
Pakistan did this by creating the Taliban and
helping it to take over the country.

Beliefs

Strict Islamic Sharia law.

Strict Islamic Sharia law.

Aims

To eradicate American influence in all Muslim
countries, destroy Israel and overthrow prowestern governments in Muslim states. To
use terror to reinstate an Islamic caliphate.

To restore peace, order and security to
Afghanistan; to establish political power
in Afghanistan and, once in power, enforce
Sharia law.

Actions

The attack on the World Trade Centre on
September 11 2001 and other terror attacks,
including a previous attack on the World
Trade Centre in 1993, the 1992 Yemen Hotel
bombings and the bombing of the American
embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar es
Salaam, the largest city of Tanzania, in 1998.

Came to power in Afghanistan in 1994,
imposed strict Sharia law, but kept the peace.

Timeline of events leading up to 2001 invasion of Afghanistan

1979–89:
SovietAfghan War
takes place
between
Mujahideen
and Sovietbacked
Communists

1980s:
Americans
arm the
Mujahideen
to fight
Soviet forces

1988:
Mujihadeen
hero Osama
bin Laden
forms
Al-Qaeda

1989:
Soviet
forces
withdraw
from
Afghanistan,
leaving
no one in
charge

1994:
Taliban
take over in
Afghanistan
and impose
strict Sharia
law

2001:
Al-Qaeda
attacks the
World Trade
Centre
September
11

2001:
The USA
and its allies
invade
Afghanistan
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Why did Al-Qaeda attack the World Trade Centre on September 11?
On September 11 2001 Al-Qaeda launched an attack on the United States of America. It used hijacked
planes to hit the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre in New York and US defence headquarters at the
Pentagon in Virginia. The attack was a strike against western power and formed part of Al-Qaeda’s jihad, or
holy war, against the non-Muslim west. The Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre – symbols of the USA’s
economic power and influence in the world – were seen as suitable targets. Specific grievances against
the USA included the fact that it supported Israel and had sent American troops to Afghanistan during the
Soviet-Afghan war.

What happened on September 11 2001?
Four commercial planes were hijacked by Al-Qaeda
Two planes hit the World Trade Centre in New York
One plane hit the Pentagon (Department of Defence headquarters); the other
plane crashed into a field
19 hijackers and 2,973 Americans were killed

Changing International Relations – the Invasion of Afghanistan
How did the USA respond to the September 11 attacks?
The American response was to invade Afghanistan in October 2001 in ‘Operation Enduring Freedom’. The
war in Afghanistan aimed to remove the Taliban from power, defeat Al-Qaeda and set up a democracy in
Afghanistan which, it was hoped, would help to end Muslim extremism in central Asia.
How did the rest of the world respond to the September 11 attacks?
The UK and Canada, close allies of the USA, supported its invasion of Afghanistan following the September
11 attacks. The United Nations declared the Taliban and Al-Qaeda to be ‘terrorist’ organisations and sent a
peacekeeping force to Afghanistan in 2002. The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) joined the war in
Afghanistan in 2003.

© zabelin/iStock/Thinkstock

The USA and its allies drove the Taliban from power and built military bases near major cities across
Afghanistan. A provisional government was set up under Hamid Karzai. The allies tried to capture or kill
Osama bin Laden, who was hiding in the Tora Bora Mountains, but he escaped and fled to Pakistan. Other
terrorist suspects were caught and many were taken to Guantanamo Bay. The American government was
criticised for its treatment of prisoners there, which included highly controversial interrogation techniques.
Although the Taliban had been defeated, a lot of support still remained in Afghanistan and elsewhere for the
Taliban and Al-Qaeda.
Key terms
Operation Enduring Freedom: the
official term used by the United States
government to describe the war in
Afghanistan.
Guantanamo Bay: an American-run
military prison in Cuba, established in
January 2002 to detain, interrogate and
prosecute terrorist suspects for war crimes.
Operation Enduring Freedom
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The Iraq War of 2003
Background: The rise of Saddam Hussein
As a young man, Saddam Hussein joined the socialist Ba’ath Party, which seized power in Iraq in 1963. By
1979, Saddam Hussein was its leader. The following year he invaded Iran, which had been taken over by the
radical Islamist, Ayatollah Khomeini. Saddam Hussein’s actions in Iran were supported by the USA and the
UK, which feared that the extreme Islamic regime in Iran might spread to the rest of the region. Although
Iraq had been a rich country with oil reserves, its eight-year war with Iran drained its resources. By 1990,
Iraq was in severe debt, so Saddam Hussein decided to invade Kuwait to get more oil. The UN immediately
condemned the action and Saddam Hussein’s former allies, including the USA and the UK, now attacked
him. A coalition, led by the USA, began bombing Iraq in January 1991. The Iraqi army was driven from
Kuwait in just four days.
Key terms
United Nations (UN): An intergovernmental organisation which aims to maintain
international peace.
Sanctions: A trading ban imposed on a country by other nations, intended to
damage it economically and force it to re-think its actions.
Kurds: An ethnic group in the Middle East, mostly living in the area spanning parts
of eastern and south eastern Turkey, western Iran, northern Iraq and northern Syria.
Weapons of Mass Destruction
As Iraq had used chemical weapons against Iranians and Kurds, western countries were worried that it would
develop more Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD), including biological and nuclear weapons. As part of its
ceasefire agreement at the end of the Gulf War, Iraq agreed to allow weapons inspections. During the 1990s
the UN ran an inspection regime which required Iraq to give up and destroy all its WMD. However, despite
being under sanctions, Iraq often refused to co-operate.
Why did the USA and its allies invade Iraq in 2003?
The USA and the UK believed intelligence and UN reports which suggested that Saddam Hussein might still
possess large, hidden stockpiles of WMD, and they feared that he was secretly producing more. There were
other concerns too. Many believed that Al-Qaeda members were in Iraq and that Saddam Hussein had been
involved in the September 11 attacks on the World Trade Centre. Iraq’s history of abusing its own citizens led
some to think that Saddam Hussein had to be removed from power.
In 1998, President Bill Clinton’s government introduced the Iraq Liberation Act which pledged to change the
regime in Iraq by supporting any opponents of Saddam Hussein, but this policy did not work. In a speech
delivered in January 2002, President George W Bush called Iran, Iraq and North Korea the ‘axis of evil’. The
following October, the US Congress voted to invade Iraq, as did British MPs in the House of Commons in
March 2003. So, in 2003, the United States of America with its allies, including the UK, Australia and Poland,
invaded Iraq as part of the ‘war on terror’. However, the United Nations – which represents many countries –
did not support the war.
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Events leading up to the Iraq invasion
Key terms
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD): Nuclear, chemical and biological weapons
meant to kill large numbers of people.
The Bush Doctrine: The policy that the USA had the right to secure itself against
countries which protected or gave aid to groups it regarded as terrorists.
‘Shock and Awe’: A military tactic which uses overwhelming force and firepower to
frighten an enemy and destroy its will to fight.

First Gulf
War begins
in 1990 after
Iraq invades
Kuwait

As part of
the peace
deal in 1991,
Saddam
Hussein
promises to
destroy all of
his WMD

Saddam
Hussein
ignores
a UN
resolution
which tells
him to stop
oppressing
his own
people

Saddam
Hussein
refuses
weapons
inspections

In 2002,
Bush makes
‘axis of evil’
speech.
The Bush
Doctrine is
declared in
June and
Congress
votes to
invade Iraq
in October

The USA
gains allies,
including
Tony Blair
and the
British
government

Iraq is
invaded in
2003

Why did so many people oppose the Iraq War?
Although politicians in the UK, the USA and other countries had voted to invade Iraq, many people around
the world were opposed to the war. In particular, many Muslim countries in the Middle East spoke out
against the actions of the USA and its allies. They claimed that the United States of America was applying
double standards in the Middle East because, while it invaded Iraq for alleged WMD and for not working with
the UN, it seemed to ignore the fact that Israel had WMD and had also breached UN resolutions.
In the West many also opposed the war. In February 2003, 750,000 anti-war protesters marched in London,
while other marches took place in some 60 countries.

Events of the Iraq War
• March 2003 – a ‘Shock and Awe’ operation sees American and coalition forces launch massive air attacks
against Iraq.
• April 2003 – American forces move into Iraq’s capital city of Baghdad. Many Iraqis celebrate in the streets
as statues of Saddam Hussein are pulled down and dragged through the streets.
• December 2003 – Saddam Hussein is found hiding in a hole on the property of a small farmhouse. He is
later charged for crimes against the Iraqi people and executed.
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The UN has not
backed this war!

Is it legal?

Won’t it bring
instability to the
region?

It’s all about oil!

Who will replace
Saddam Hussein?

How do we know
there are WMD?

© Ingram Publishing/Thinkstock

We can’t risk
civilian deaths!

Some reasons why people opposed the Iraq War, 2003

What was the short-term impact of the 2003 Iraq War on international
relations?
• Many Iraqis celebrated that the brutal regime of Saddam Hussein had been toppled.
• Supported by the allies, a provisional government, which included representatives of different sections of
Iraqi society, was established to rule the country and help to establish democracy.
• Some groups of people refused to recognise the new provisional government. Instead, they formed
themselves into rebel groups and attacked the new Iraqi government forces. These groups, known as the
‘insurgency’, included large numbers of Islamic religious radicals.

What was the long-term impact of the 2003 Iraq War on international
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relations?
The Iraq War had several long-term effects on international relations:
• Relations between the USA and many European countries suffered, as America was blamed for starting an
unnecessary war.
• The USA and the UK invaded Iraq to get rid of Iraq’s Weapons of Mass Destruction, weapons that, as it
turned out, did not exist.
• The Iraq War created an atmosphere of mistrust among the permanent members of the Security Council
of the UN. France and Russia had claimed that any military operation without the approval of the Security
Council would seriously endanger world security and international relations. Germany, too, was opposed
to the war.
• Iraq was plunged into a civil war which allowed militant groups, including Al-Qaeda, to thrive in the chaos;
eventually they merged into Islamic State (IS), which then seized control of parts of Iraq.
• Both the USA and Europe became targets for Islamic groups, such as IS.
• Unlike previous jihadist groups, IS conquered cities and established a caliphate in parts of Iraq and Syria.
A new ‘clash of ideologies’ – between liberal democracy and radical Islam – has emerged.
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